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For info

Winter Series Sunday Competition 2017 final remaining date March 12th

Best Flies catching over the last week

Paul Jones   4 fish   12lb 8oz   caught on a red hh damsel.

Carl Williams  3 fish   10lb 4oz   caught on a green fritz.

Mark Watkins  3 fish   9lb 1oz    caught on a cats whisker.

Other flies mentioned in the report

Fishery close this Saturday for a corporate event, see the report

Not sure the link works but the website  below is the one you need for a
new license.

During March you will receive a notification that your licence is about
to expire and that you can go and buy a new licence at www.gov.uk/get-
a-fishing-licence.
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Report -Week beginning February 27th 2017
At the fishery this week we have had heavy rain and gale force
winds making fishing difficult at times, when there has been a
bit of a break in the weather Darren Hessey caught a cracking
12lb rainbow on a pink squirmy wormy and a 6lb 2oz rainbow
on a white and blue fritz. The winter league competition which
was on Sunday got off to a cracking start with Richard Bowen
catching a superb 9lb 11oz rainbow caught on a pink checked
nymph, other anglers had doubles on only for them to come off
or they lost them at the net. It is all to play for in the last round
with a lot of anglers very close with their weights. To all anglers
the lake will be CLOSED this Saturday the 4th of March for a
corporate event sorry for any inconvenience this may cause we
will be back open on Sunday as normal.

Richard Bowen
caught this superb
9lb 11oz rainbow
on a pink checked
nymph



Darren Hessey caught this superb 6lb 2oz rainbow on a white and blue
fritz and then caught
this cracking 12lb rainbow on a pink squirmy wormy


